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ABSTRACT
Understanding and representing real-world places (physical loca-
tions where drivers can deliver packages) is key to successfully and
efficiently delivering packages to customer’s doorstep. Prerequisite
to this is the task of capturing similarity and relatedness between
places. Intuitively, places that belong to a same building should
have similar characteristics in geospatial as well as textual space.
However, these assumptions fail in practice as existing methods
use customer address text as a proxy for places. While providing
the address text, customers tend to miss-out on key tokens, use
vernacular content or place synonyms and do not follow a stan-
dard structure making them inherently ambiguous. Thus, modelling
the problem from linguistic perspective alone is not sufficient. To
overcome these shortcomings, we adapt various state-of-the-art
embedding learning techniques to geospatial domain and propose
Places-FastText, Places-Bert, and Places-GraphSage. We train these
models using weak-supervision by innovatively leveraging differ-
ent geospatial signals already available from historical delivery
data. Our experiments and intrinsic evaluation demonstrate the
significance of utilizing these signals and neighborhood informa-
tion in learning geospatially aware place embeddings. Conclusions
are further validated by observing significant improvements in two
domain specific tasks viz., Pair-wise Matching (recall@95precision
improves by 29%) and Candidate Generation (avg recall@k im-
proves by 10%) as evaluated on UAE addresses.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Natural language processing;
Machine learning approaches; •Applied computing→ Trans-
portation; • Information systems→ Language models; Top-k
retrieval in databases.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Last-mile delivery that involves all logistics activities related to the
delivery of packages to customer’s doorstep, has become extremely
crucial for multiple e-commerce and delivery businesses. The key
to plan an optimal and efficient delivery is understanding various
characteristics of real-world places (any physical location where a
delivery can be made). For e.g., knowing a group of units is part of
the same physical building can enable package consolidation and
attribute sharing, reducing the overall cost for making a successful
delivery. Similarly, knowing that three separate buildings have a
common mailroom can help in planning the time taken to deliver
the package. However, in order to learn places representation, ma-
jority of the existing delivery systems [18, 25] rely primarily on
customer address text - the only mandatory input from customers
that conveys information about their whereabouts. In this work, we
argue that places exhibit far more complex geospatial relationships
that cannot be learnt by looking at the address text alone. Simply
put, an address is just a text containing apartment, street and lo-
cality information arranged in a specific order whereas a place is a
physical real-world entity (house, apartment complex, university
campus, library, landmarks etc.) that is associated with a set of
geospatial (latitude-longitude, address, bounding box polygon) and
business-contextual attributes (residential/commercial place-type,
operating hours, delivery preferences, etc.). A multi-building cam-
pus having a common mailroom for package delivery is a great
example of a place with complex geospatial relationships which can
not be learned from the address text. Existing systems’ inability to
handle place relationships leads to sub-optimal delivery planning,
resulting in an increased package delivery time and multiple back
and forth trips for drivers.

Learning from address text is even more challenging in emerging
geographies such as United Arab Emirates (UAE), India and Mex-
ico, where customer addresses are loosely structured and do not
adhere to standard address writing guidelines, making addresses
inherently ambiguous. For e.g., Khalifa City B and Shakhbout refer
to the same sub-locality within the larger Khalifa neighbourhood
of Abu Dhabi city in UAE. Customers use these synonyms inter-
changeably, making such ambiguous addresses challenging to com-
prehend. The problem becomes severe when customers miss-out on
key components in the address lines. For e.g., the address Street 1,
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Al Ghadeer Village Dubai does not contain any unit or building in-
formation making it difficult to learn a fine-grained representation
for the place. This leads to a question on how to learn feature rich
and spatially aware place embeddings from ambiguous and incom-
plete addresses. Another important category worth considering are
cold-start addresses, i.e., addresses for which there is limited or no
historical delivery information available. For such cases, customer
provided address text is the only source of information available
during inference. This makes it challenging as embedding models
have to learn to generate spatially aware embeddings in the absence
of geospatial signals.

Existing places learning systems [2, 18] rely on approaches like
Word2Vec[20], FastText [5] and Bert [9]. These models produce ad-
dress embeddings from linguistic contexts and have shown promis-
ing results on address classification [2], address clustering [14],
and address matching [25] tasks. However, they can be easily in-
fluenced by the textual similarity and other geography specific
nuances present in the addresses. Consider address pairs with neg-
ative match verdict shown in Table 1. While all these pairs refer
to different physical locations, FastText and Bert give high cosine
similarity score to them. This exposes the inability of language
learning models to capture geospatial interactions between places.
Some efforts have been initiated in this direction [25] but they rely
on traditional techniques like Word2Vec which are unfit as the
generated embeddings are context free and static in nature [5].

To address the aforementioned shortcomings, we innovatively
leverage different geospatial signals like geohashes and geoprox-
imity and provide domain-specific supervision to FastText [5] and
Bert [9]. This is one of the key contribution of our work where we
effectively utilize these signals and adapt existing state-of-the-art
embedding models to geospatial domain. We refer to these models
as Places-FastText and Places-Bert as their final embeddings repre-
sent a real-world place and not just an address text. Additionally,
since no manual labelling is required, these models can be trained
in a completely weakly-supervised fashion, without introducing
any new complexity during training. The significance of utiliz-
ing geospatial signals for learning embeddings is highlighted from
Table 1 where our proposed variants give relatively low cosine sim-
ilarity score to geospatially distant address pairs, when compared
with the vanilla FastText and Bert models. We further validate our
approach by evaluating Places-FastText and Places-Bert on two
extrinsic tasks viz., Pair-wise Matching and Candidate Generation,
on UAE addresses. While we take UAE geography as the motivation
to improve upon, our learnings and observations are still applicable
to other similar geographies where relying purely on address text
is not sufficient. Empirical results demonstrate that our proposed
variants work better than the state-of-the-art methods on both the
tasks.

To further improve the speed and performance, we turn towards
graph-based learning approaches that beautifully capture the in-
teractions between neighboring places and learn feature rich em-
beddings even for incomplete addresses. This is another key contri-
bution of our work where we adapt the existing work proposed in
[11] and introduce Places-GraphSage, a novel way of combining
geospatial domain knowledge with state-of-the-art language mod-
elling and graph learning techniques. Our experiments show that
whenever neighborhood information is available, Places-GraphSage

significantly outperforms Places-FastText and Places-Bert. This abil-
ity of learning from neighbors is critical for emerging geographies
like UAE where considerable portion of the overall traffic has in-
complete and ambiguous addresses. To give a complete picture, we
also evaluate all the variants on cold-start addresses i.e., addresses
for which geocode and neighborhood information is not available
at the time of inference.

In summary, the major contributions of our work are: (1) We
highlight the difference between a place and an address, and moti-
vate the need for using different geospatial signals to learn feature
rich and spatially aware place embeddings as opposed to learning
embeddings from address text alone; (2) We adapt three state-of-
the-art models to geospatial domain and propose Places-FastText,
Places-Bert, and Places-GraphSage that can be trained in a com-
pletely weakly-supervised fashion, without introducing any addi-
tional complexity during training; and (3) Our best configuration
improves the performance of pair-wise matching by 29% and can-
didate generation by 10% which results in huge cost savings for
multiple delivery planning systems.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Language Models
Language models are a natural choice to learn feature rich embed-
dings from customer address text. Traditional models like GloVe
[21] and Word2Vec [20] are not directly applicable in geospatial
domain as they have multiple limitations, e.g., static word repre-
sentation which can appear in different contexts, inability to deal
with vernacular words resulting in out-of-vocabulary (OOV), mis-
spellings and polysemy. FastText [5] generates embeddings for
OOV words by leveraging the sub-word information. However,
it can not adjust the word embeddings based on its context. To
address the challenges around context sensitivity, series of large
pre-trained language models [6, 9, 16, 22, 23] have been introduced
in the literature. In [2, 14, 18], the authors used different language
models including recent state-of-the-art Bert-variants [8, 9, 16] for
range of geospatial tasks including address classification, address
clustering, Points of Interest (POI) mining and learning contextual
embeddings for addresses. However, as opposed to our work, such
approaches do not make use of any geospatial signals that are im-
plicitly embedded in Last Mile delivery systems and are crucial for
learning place embeddings.

2.2 Graph Neural Networks
Recent advancements in learning on graphs [11, 17, 24, 29] have
shown the potential to leverage graph connectivity to learn effective
representations of sentences. Embeddings learnt from graphs are
being applied to multiple NLP tasks [3, 4, 7, 10, 12, 19, 26]. Authors
in [11] proposed a method capable of generating node embeddings
even for nodes that were unseen during training. [17] combines
contextual information from Bert embeddings with global infor-
mation learnt from GNNs to learn better embeddings. As studied
by the authors in [27], a new trend of combining large pre-trained
language models with GNNs have started where complimentary
strengths of both the domains is combined to achieve state-of-the-
art accuracy on different tasks. One such work is of [25] which
learns geographical semantic representations for address strings
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by combining Word2Vec+LSTM embeddings with Graph Convolu-
tional Networks (GCNs). However, our work differs from [25] on
three aspects: (1) our models leverage sub-word and contextual fea-
tures using recent state-of-the-art techniques like FastText and Bert,
(2) we rely on GraphSage, as opposed to GCNs, which is capable to
generate embeddings even for unseen nodes, and (3) in addition to
matching, we evaluate our embeddings against multiple real-world
scenarios like incomplete addresses and cold-start addresses which
are relevant for last mile delivery use cases.

2.3 Place Embeddings
Most research on place embedding originates by augmenting Points-
of-Interest (POI) representations with the geospatial context. The
authors of popular Place2Vec work [28] approach this problem
from an information theoretic perspective. This method adjusts the
geographic distance between places based on the uniqueness of
place types within a certain distance as well as their popularity as a
proxy for human activities. [13] further improves by using geohash
information with the Place2Vec model. [30] construct POI-based
spatial context by using the nearest neighbor approach and learns
high-dimensional POI representations using the skip-gram training
framework. While the above techniques exist, they have a different
focus compared to our study as they utilize semantic relationships
between different place types. For instance, [28] aims to learn em-
beddings such that Nightclubs and Bars are closer in latent space
as compared to bakeries and barber shops. Our work focuses on
learning representations for all delivery locations against popular
POIs which introduces challenges in the form of data sparseness,
lack of standardization, vernacular content and large scale. In this
work, we focus on relatedness w.r.t. geospatial proximity and at-
tempt to learn Place embeddings by leveraging historical delivery
information available in abundance.

3 GEOSPATIAL SIGNALS
In this section, we describe four geospatial signals extracted from
our in-house historical delivery datasets. We use these signals to
provide linguistic as well as geospatial context to all our models.

3.1 Customer address
Customer address is a free-form text provided by customers to
locate them. It contains information like house/apartment num-
ber, street name, locality/sub-locality information, landmarks, city,
state, and postal-code. We run our experiments on a sample of
few million UAE addresses for which a successful delivery was
made in past few years. Before training, we do basic pre-processing
like upper-casing the text, handling whitespaces, punctuations and
splitting alphanumeric characters interspersed into each other (e.g.,
B123,Khalifa CityB → B 123 , KHALIFA CITY B). However, some
inconsistencies are still left after the pre-processing (e.g., spelling
mistakes, compound words, etc.), which we expect our models to
overcome while learning place representations.

3.2 Geocodes
Geocodes are the latitude and longitude of a delivery point (DP)
where a driver confirms a delivery. We use geocodes to compute the
distance between two places and put a hard threshold of few meters

to get the neighborhood information of a place. However, geocodes
are not always exact and reliable. For instance, DP geocodes could be
anywhere between the customer’s door and the delivery van parked
down the road. Additionally, in city “canyons”, where line of sight
to GPS satellites is severely limited and in emerging geographies
where GPS quality is not up to themark, the GPSmeasurement error
can be substantial. To mitigate these errors, we consider only those
addresses for which we have made atleast few successful deliveries
in the past and aggregate them to arrive at a single geocode for the
address.

One way to effectively use geocode signals is to compute the
geohash of a place. Geohash is a geocoding system that encodes the
geographic location of a place into a short string of letters and digits
[13]. It guarantees that longer the shared prefix between two geo-
hashes, the more spatially closer they are. In this work, we append
address texts with geohashes obtained from their DP geocodes to
explicitly provide the geospatial context to the embedding models.

3.3 Stop-sharing
Stop-sharing data informs us about the group of places that were
served in a single-vehicle stop by the driver. These can be individ-
ual units inside an apartment, adjacent buildings or apartments,
garden communities, etc. This information is primarily captured in
our systems for better route planning and to avoid short transits,
U-turns and parking costs for future deliveries. In this work, we
use this information to learn neighborhood features while gener-
ating place embeddings. Note that unlike geocodes, stop-sharing
doesn’t put any hard threshold on distance to compute proximity
and represents a binary label to define a relationship between two
places.

As evident from the description, training with these signals do
not require any manual annotations showcasing one of the key
contributions of our work i.e., training geospatially aware models
via weak-supervision.

4 LEARNING PLACE EMBEDDINGS
In this section, we discuss various models and propose modifica-
tions to adapt existing FastText, Bert and GraphSage models to
generate spatially aware embeddings by exploiting geospatial sig-
nals discussed above. The gains we get from these alterations will
become evident from the results of our experiments. Note that in
real-world scenarios, historical delivery records are not available for
a large chunk of addresses. Hence, for all our models (except base-
line), we propose two variants: (1) The vanilla variant which utilizes
geospatial and neighborhood information only during training and
(2) The extended variant (denoted by ++) which leverages the in-
formation during training as well as inference. We also present the
time and space complexity statistics for various models in Section
6.

4.1 Address-FastText (Baseline)
This is the original FastText [5] model pre-trained on a sample of
few million UAE address lines. It takes address text as input and
produces a 300-dim embedding vector by taking an average over
the embeddings of the individual word vectors. Note that it does
not use any geospatial signal during training and inference.
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Figure 1: High-level overview of our proposed Places-GraphSage framework. It has three important stages. Firstly, we construct
a places graph having few million nodes and few tens of millions of edges. The graph is constructed using stop-sharing and
geoproximity signals. Secondly, we sample positive and negative address pairs from the places graph to enable training at such
a scale. Finally, we train GraphSage and learn node embeddings corresponding to the places.

4.2 Places-FastText
This is the geospatially adapted FastText variant where we augment
address text with their corresponding geohashes during training.
This provides extra supervision to FastText in learning geospatially
aware place embeddings in addition to the textual features coming
from the address text. For a fair comparison with the baseline, we
train both the variants, Places-Fasttext and Places-Fasttext++, to
generate place embeddings.

4.3 Places-Bert
This is built on top of the bert-base-uncased architecture [9] with a
difference that instead of using originally proposed Masked Lan-
guage Modelling (MLM) and Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) as
auxiliary tasks, it only uses a slightly modified version of NSP dur-
ing pre-training. We do not use MLM head as we noticed that it
spends most of the training time to restore masked words which
can be numbers (apartment or building numbers) or proper nouns
(locality, city or state names) in the address text. A similar obser-
vation was made by the authors in [1] in the context of sentiment
analysis. While MLM training may be useful for learning using
natural language sentences, adapting it for addresses is counter-
intuitive (refer Appendix A.1 for Places-Bert performance using
MLM task). To enable Bert training in geospatial context, we pro-
pose Address Pair Similarity as auxiliary task, an innovative variant
of NSP where we generate positive and negative address pairs from
geocodes and stop-sharing datasets. In particular, when choosing
an address pair <a,b> as a training record, half of the time we pick a
pair that was served in a single vehicle stop by our drivers and use
that as a positive pair. Similarly we pick pairs which were served
in different stops as negatives. This allows Bert to better capture
the notion of places geospatial proximity as opposed to original
MLM and NSP tasks. We further empower Places-Bert to explicitly
capture the notion of geospatial proximity by appending geohashes

at the end of the address texts. We also train Places-Bert++ that
utilizes geohashes at the time of inference.

For training, we use Adam optimizer [15] with an initial learn-
ing rate of 5e-5 and a batch size of 128 for 6 epochs. To generate
the sentence embeddings, we take the average of token embed-
dings from the last layer and generate a 768-dim feature vector.
From our experiments (see Appendix A.1 for reference) we observe
that embeddings from the last layer gives the best performance
when compared to CLS token embedding as well as the aggregated
embeddings from the last four layers.

4.4 Places-GraphSage
In this model, we combine linguistic and geospatial information
in the form of a graph and generate place embeddings by learning
low-dimensional feature representation of the nodes in the graph.
We refer to this model as Places-GraphSage inspired from [11]. As
shown in Figure 1, Places-GraphSage consists of three key com-
ponents viz., (1) places graph construction algorithm where we
establish relationships between places using different signals, (2)
edge sampling strategy which generates a batch of positive and
negative address pairs to train a Graph Neural Network (GNN), and
(3) computationally efficient node embedding generation algorithm.
We formulate this as a link-prediction task where model learns by
predicting whether two nodes in a network are likely to be associ-
ated or not. One key advantage of this approach is that it allows
us to generate embeddings even for the nodes that were unseen
during training. This is critical for constantly evolving geographies
like UAE where we see considerable portion of the overall traffic
coming from new places. In the subsequent sections, we describe
each of these components in detail.

4.4.1 Places Graph Construction: In this stagewe construct a places
graph as a homogeneous graph of few million nodes and few tens
of millions of edges where nodes represent the real-world places
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Figure 2: Illustration of training Places-GraphSage on sampled +ve and -ve address pairs. In the figure, 𝑥0
𝑖
represents the initial

FastText features for node 𝑖 and ℎ
𝑗
𝑖
represents the transformed feature representation for the 𝑖-th node in 𝑗-th layer.

and edges represent the geospatial relationships between them. In
particular, initially a node is represented with address embedding
learnt using state-of-the-art language models like FastText and Bert,
pre-trained on UAE address corpus. An edge is present between two
nodes if atleast one of the two conditions is satisfied: 1) two places
are served by drivers in a single vehicle stop, as per our stop-con
dataset, or (2) two places are in very close proximity of each other,
as per our geocodes dataset. We consider places to be in a close
proximity if they belong to the same geohash grid of size 38.2m
x 19m. Thus, places graph, by design, is equipped with linguistic
features (in the form of node representations) and spatial features
(in the form of graph connectivity).

4.4.2 Edge Sampling Strategy: By default, all the edges in the places
graph are positive edges as they represent a valid relationship
between two nodes. But to train GNNs, we need a strategy to include
negative edges in the existing graph. One naive way is to extract all
the connected components and introduce an edge between all the
nodes of all disconnected components. We see two shortcomings
with this approach: (1) it creates trivial negative edges between
nodes from different localities, cities or even states, (2) it adds a bias
during training as model can just rely on locality, city, and state level
features and still achieve good performance. Other features like unit,
apartment, building, and street will be either completely ignored or
will have a very minimal contribution in the final loss. To address
these shortcomings, we develop an edge sampling strategy that
exploits geocodes and locality+city information from the address
text. Specifically, for every node, we take all its neighbors within few
hundred meter distance and randomly select K nodes that belong to
a different connected component. Such a hard constraint ensures all
the sampled nodes belong to the same city. We further ensure that
50% of the K nodes are from the same locality, forcing the model to
learn unit, apartment, building and street level features along with
the locality and city information.

4.4.3 Node Embedding Generation: The final stage is to train a
GNN that accurately predicts an edge between two nodes. We adopt
the same methodology as proposed in [11] and adapt it for places

learning as shown in Figure 2. In particular, all the nodes are first ini-
tialized with the address embeddings generated from a pre-trained
language model. Each node then aggregates the representation
of its neighboring nodes into a single vector and concatenates it
with its current representation. This concatenated feature vector
is further transformed using a fully connected layer to generate
final node embeddings. The parameters of the network are updated
by minimizing the contrastive pair-wise loss between the nodes
associated with the positive and negative edges. It ensures that
model learns the geospatial semantics represented between edges
and encodes that information in the learnt node embeddings. Two
key advantages of this method are - (1) Scalability: In most of the
GNN architectures, node embeddings are generated by looking at
the entire neighborhood. It makes them extremely expensive for
our use case, given the size of the places graph. To address this gap,
we use GraphSage [11] which uniformly samples a fixed-size set of
neighbours keeping the memory and expected runtime of a single
batch fixed. This makes it scalable for learning on graphs with mil-
lions of nodes and edges; (2) Embeddings for unseen places: [11]
generates embeddings even for unseen places for which no neigh-
borhood information is available, by transforming its initial node
features with the learned aggregation functions. To let the model
do better on these cases, we mask neighborhood information in
some records during training and force the model to still predict the
positive and negative labels. This makes it suitable for generating
place embeddings for evolving geographies where a large number
of shipments pertain to new addresses.

We train this model by initializing node features with 300-dim ad-
dress embeddings generated from Address-FastText. We use mean
as a aggregation function to combine the information from the
neighbors and transform it to a 300-dim embedding vector which
represents the place embeddings for the corresponding node. To
train this model at scale, we sample a small percentage of edges out
of all the edges in the places graph. We use Adam optimizer with a
learning rate of 0.001 to train the shallow neural network.
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Figure 3: Evaluating similarity in place embeddings generated by different models. The overlapping area represents models
inability to differentiate between the related and unrelated places. There is a consistent reduction in the overlap as we move
towards geospatially rich embedding models.

Note that unlike previously discussed models, this model by
design is capable of using neighborhood information while gen-
erating embeddings. Thus, for a fair comparison with other ap-
proaches, we only use neighborhood information during training
in our first variant, called as Places-GraphSage. We further propose
Places-GraphSage++ that utilizes neighborhood information during
training as well as inference.

5 EVALUATION
5.1 Intrinsic Evaluation
We start with evaluating the ability of the embedding learning mod-
els to differentiate between the related and unrelated places. As
mentioned before, we consider proximity as a measure of related-
ness in this work. For a qualitative evaluation, in Table 1, we present
sample address pairs with actual on-earth distance between them
(geoproximity) and the predicted cosine similarity values obtained
from various models. Clearly, geospatially rich embeddings are
able to better predict the relatedness even with misleading textual
signals. For a quantitative evaluation, we sample a few thousand
address pairs of each type (related and unrelated) from the same
weakly-supervised dataset. We generate place embeddings and look
at the distribution of the cosine similarity between pairs (Figure
3). We observe consistent reduction in the overlap between the
positive and negative probability density curves as we move to-
wards geospatially rich embeddings. An interesting phenomenon
is observed in the Places-GraphSage++ curve where with cosine
similarity for positive pairs peak around the value 1 with very small
variance compared to the negative curve. Unlike that the negative
curve appears to be more spread out which aligns with the way we
generate negative examples - sampling few from same locality and
others from same city.

5.2 Extrinsic Evaluation
We evaluate the usefulness of various place embeddings for down-
stream package delivery systems that benefit from capturing geospa-
tial proximity. As such relatedness in form of proximity can be
defined at different granularities - 1) fine-grained, e.g. if two places
belong to the same building or community, or 2) coarse-grained,
e.g. if two places belong to the same locality/district. In this work
we focus on fine-grained pair-wise matching and particularly look
at two models - a high-precision model that performs pair-wise

matching and a high-recall model that generates candidates for
matching.

5.2.1 Pair-wise Matching. We utilize an in-house built pair-wise
matching model which is trained to predict if two given addresses
belong to the same building/community. Solving pair-wise match-
ing at a finer granularity is important for various applications, such
as de-duplication of address dataset, enabling attribute sharing (e.g.,
working hours, security codes, etc.), and optimal delivery planning
(e.g., through location sharing). The existing model is trained us-
ing gradient boosting and utilizes a list of hand-crafted features
generated from address text - 1) individual address features such
as address length, number of alphanumeric tokens, 2) pair-wise
features such as edit distance, phonetic distance, and 3) embedding
representation of the two address texts. The model is trained and
evaluated on a manually curated pair-wise ground truth. In its orig-
inal form the model uses Address-FastText embeddings described
in Section 4 . We replace these embeddings with other proposed
embeddings and observe improvement in matcher performance.
We use R@95P (recall at 95% precision) and AUC-PR for match
class as metric to measure model performance. Note that due to
confidentiality reasons we cannot reveal our true operating point
and the actual evaluation set. However, these metrics as well as the
sample set on which we report the numbers can still be considered
for an unbiased evaluation of the embedding models.

5.2.2 Candidate Generation. Candidate generation is a precursor
task to pair-wise matching. Reducing the search space through a
high-recall model is a standard practice in entity matching solu-
tions. Given a query address, which is to be resolved, the objective
of candidate generator is to fetch top-K similar addresses from the
address catalogue. Similar to Pair-wise matching, we utilize an in-
house built candidate generator model that is capable of retrieving
candidates at scale given the embedding space. This is proven to be
a SOTA technique in the industry as this design scales to millions of
addresses. Similar to the matcher, the baseline setting uses Address-
FastText embeddings and we replace those with other embedding
techniques and measure their effectiveness in improving candidate
generator’s recall. Note that curating a dataset for measuring re-
call is non-trivial and practically challenging as annotators have
to filter matching candidates from a large database of addresses.
Alternatively, for this evaluation we make use of the same manually
curated matcher ground-truth dataset. We obtain a few thousand
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Table 1: Example address pairs with actual on-earth distance (geoproximity) and cosine similarity obtained from various
embedding learning models. Geospatially rich embeddings are able to better predict the similarity even with misleading textual
signals. The fine-grained information in the address text is masked to hide actual customer addresses.

Address 1 Address 2 Verdict
Geospatial Distance

(in meters)
Address
FastText

Places
FastText

Places
Bert

Places
GraphSage++

XXX, YYY Tower, Business Bay Business Bay, YYY Tower, 13th Floor Positive 12 0.96 0.97 0.93 0.97
KKK street, YYY Tower, Dubai Marina LLL Street, YYY Tower VV, Dubai Marina Positive 28 0.9 0.97 0.93 0.99
Apartment VV, YYY Residence, Barsha Z, Al barsha Maple 1, XXX estate, Villa VV, Al Barsha Negative 6711 0.9 0.94 0.7 0.69
XXX Road, Apartment VV, YYY Tower, DIFC KKK street, Room no. VV, ZZZ hotel, Motor City Negative 18522 0.85 0.89 0.61 0.44

Table 2: Performance of different embedding models on Pair-
wise Matching and Candidate Generation tasks. Note that
our in-house matching and candidate generator models use
Address-FastText in their original form. Places-GraphSage++,
our best performing model, provides improvement of 36%
and 4.5% over the baseline for Recall@95 precision and AUC-
PR metrics, respectively.

Model Matching Candidate Generation

R@95P AUC-PR AvgR@K

(a) Address-FastText (baseline) 32.93 89.14 64.22
(b) Places-FastText 33.62 89.72 66.29
(c) Places-Bert 51.1 91.34 71.48
(d) Places-GraphSage 50.17 91.96 70.21
(e) Places-Bert++ 54.28 92.04 72.89
(f) Places-GraphSage++ 62.57 93.53 74.36

positive pairs and evaluate the models’ ability to recall the right
candidate in top-K neighbors (K varies from 10 to 1000 with a step
size of 50). It is worth mentioning that both the pair-wise matching
and candidate generation models are integral part of multiple deliv-
ery planning systems currently deployed in production and serving
real-traffic on a daily basis. Hence, any improvement observed in
them should directly convert to significant customer impact and
millions of dollars of savings for the downstream systems.

Results:We compare the performance of six different embedding
techniques on Pair-wise Matching and Candidate Generation tasks
and present Recall and AUC-PR numbers in Table 2. We also present
recall at different number of fetched candidates in the plot in Figure
4a. In Table 2, we first focus on the top two rows where addition
of geohash to the address text allows to learn better FastText em-
beddings. Performance improves significantly as we move towards
Bert and GraphSage configurations as they capture contextual and
neighborhood information along with the address text. For Graph-
Sage we try two different configurations of initial node embeddings
- FastText based and Bert based. We only report numbers with
FastText based initialization as due to slightly better performance,
simplified design and lower runtime. Within rows (c) and (d), we do
not find a consistent winner, however, we recommend preferring
GraphSage over Places-Bert due to significant runtime advantages
as discussed in Section 6. Moving to rows (e) and (f), the models that
utilize geospatial information at the time of inference show signifi-
cant gains across all the metrics. For this configuration GraphSage
is able to out-perform the Bert variant. It can be concluded that

GraphSage captures the geospatial knowledge in a more system-
atic and effective way than Bert where geohashes are appended to
the address lines. Overall, Places-GraphSage++, our best perform-
ing model provides 36% and 4.5% improvement over the current
production baseline for R@95 and AUC-PR metrics, respectively.

6 MISCELLANEOUS EVALUATIONS
6.1 Against incomplete addresses
Given the package delivery use-case in emerging geographies, two
subsets of our test dataset need special attention. One of them is
shipments against incomplete addresses. As mentioned in Section
3, due to their free-form nature, customer addresses tend to miss-
out on tokens (both important or unimportant) and can affect the
learning systems in an adversarial manner. We observe a significant
portion of such addresses in the UAE address dataset that we evalu-
ate our model against. However, categorizing these addresses based
on a completeness score can be non-trivial to do automatically and
expensive to do manually. We simulate this behaviour with the help
of an in-house address parser and evaluate the robustness of our
best performing model against addresses which have significant
portion of tokens missing. In particular, we remove X% (X varies
from 0% to 100% with a step size of 20) of the address text tokens
from Street, Building, Landmark and Locality components identi-
fied by the address parser. We sample a few thousand addresses and
two matching candidates using the same weak-supervision tech-
nique used in previous experiments. We then modify each sampled
address by removing X% tokens randomly, where X is obtained by
sampling from a uniform distribution, and compare average cosine
similarity between its two neighbors. We repeat the process for
Places-GraphSage and Places-GraphSage++ to study how much
neighborhood information is able to compensate for the loss of
information in address text.

In Figure 4b, dominance of the blue curve (with neighbourhood)
over the orange curve (without neighbourhood) speaks for the ro-
bustness that we gain by looking at neighbourhood information
along with text. We would like to highlight the right most point
in the blue curve where even with 80-100% of tokens missing, we
retain close to 85% of the similarity information through the use
of neighbourhood. Note that despite such improvements, we can
not replace the need for address texts with the neighborhood in-
formation as our input mechanisms still heavily rely on address
text and sufficient neighbourhood information is available only
after a few successful deliveries. This poses another question on
how sensitive are the embeddings to the amount of neighbourhood
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: (a) CG Recall for various K values where K ranging from 10 to 1000 in the step size of 50. Legend in the figure presents
AvgR@K values (in %) corresponding to each experiment. (b) Demonstrating the significance of effectively leveraging other
geospatial signals and neighborhood information in learning place embeddings for incomplete addresses. Values in 𝑥-axis
represents various buckets (ranging from 0 to 100 in the steps of 20) on which the average cosine similarity values are computed.
(c) Evaluation of GraphSage++’s ability to identify neighbours with varying amount of geospatial/neighbourhood signals.
The values in 𝑥-axis represents the percentage of neighborhood information masked during inference for generating place
embeddings.

information or geospatial signal available during inference. We
answer this through our next analysis.

6.2 Against cold-start addresses
Apart from the incomplete addresses, the second important test
subset of interest is the cold-start addresses, specifically, addresses
with limited or no historical delivery information available during
inference. Our curated ground truth is constructed with addresses
served in the past which do not fall in the cold-start category. Hence,
we simulate the required behaviour by artificially masking X% (X
varies from 0% to 100% with a step size of 20) of the neighbour-
hood information. Similar to the previous experiment, we sample a
few thousand addresses, perform the masking and then compare
the new embeddings’ quality through average cosine similarity
with two true neighbours for each of the address. Drop in average
similarity from 0.94 to 0.74 in the blue curve (Figure 4c) shows
the contribution of neighbourhood information which we already
observed in the main results. We make similar observations from
Table 2. The top four rows correspond to the cold-start addresses
as none of these models use any geospatial signals at the time of
inference. While we do not see a clear winner amongst the two, we
observe significant improvements across the two tasks - pair-wise
matching R@95P and candidate generation AvgR@K improve by
18% and 6%, respectively, over the baseline. It can be concluded
that both Places-Bert and Places-GraphSage are able to learn useful
geospatial knowledge during training and use it effectively even for
addresses which do not have neighbourhood information available.

Table 3: Demonstrating the significance of various weak-
supervision signals on Pair-wise Matching and Candidate
Generation tasks.

Sr. No. Model Pair-wise Matching Candidate Generation

R@95 AUC-PR AvgR@K

(a) Stop-sharing 51.27 91.72 69
(b) Geoproximity 64.3 93.51 68.44
(c) (a) + (b) 62.57 93.53 74.36

6.3 Comparing weak-supervision signals
Asmentioned in Section 4.4.1, we use two types of weak supervision
signals to induce geospatial knowledge during graph construction
- stop-sharing and geoproximity. To understand their individual
contributions, we present results by masking the signals one by one
as shown in the Figure 4c and Table 3. Stop-sharing signal alone
seems to be lagging behind the other two settings and Geoproximity
alone appears to be doing better for R@95P metric. We can attribute
lower performance of stop-sharing signal to the noise introduced by
driver behaviour and our ability to extract stop-sharing information
effectively from historical delivery logs. While GPS noise and driver
compliance issues are also applicable in case of geoproximity, we
are able to overcome those with smaller geohash grids to define
relatedness. It is also observed that the noise in stop-sharing signals
only affects the matching task as we observe significantly better
AvgR@K when using both the signals. This observation suggests
the superiority of using geoproximity data when matching at a fine-
grained level. We further validated this by experimenting with a
pair-wise matcher that matches at a finer level than the community
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Table 4: Time and Space complexity estimates of various
place embeddings models. Training and Inference rate are
presented as number of records processed per second.

Places
Embedding Models

Places
FastText

Places
Bert

Places
GraphSage

Training rate (#rec. per sec) 6000 350 7000
Inference rate (#rec. per sec) 12000 664 15000
Model size (in GB) 2 0.42 0.01
Embedding size 300 768 300

where we observe the gap between using geoproximity alone v/s
in combination with stop-sharing widens further.

6.4 Time and Space Complexity Evaluation
We evaluate various proposed models on their runtime and model
sizes which plays a crucial role in model selection for production
usage. From Table 4, we observe Bert to be dominated by the other
two variants and this can be attributed to the deep transformer
based architecture of Bert. On the other hand, GraphSage with
less number of model parameters and a highly efficient parallel
implementation of Graph convolutions which enables processing
of as high as 15k records per second for inference which translates
to a latency of 67 ms per record. Given the other observations on
the recall gains, GraphSage combined with FastText (to initialize
the node embeddings) turns out to be a clear winner for use in
production environment.

7 CONCLUSION
In this work, we exposed the shortcomings of existing last mile
delivery systems that learn places embeddings by relying only on
address text information. To overcome their limitations, we adapted
three SOTA models to geospatial domain using weak-supervision
coming from different last-mile delivery signals like geocodes and
stop-sharing. We presented results to prove superiority of using
geospatial signals in place learning and moving from FastText to
Bert and Graph Neural Network (GNN) based techniques. We partic-
ularly discussed the capability of GNN’s to leverage neighborhood
information and learn better place embeddings even for incomplete
addresses. Our best performing model gives around 29% and 10%
improvement in performance on pair-wise matching and candidate
generation tasks, respectively. It is also faster and lighter making
it the right choice for production environments and resulting in
huge cost savings for multiple downstream tasks. We also simulated
experiments to evaluate performance of our best performing model,
Places-GraphSage++, on cold-start addresses and incomplete ad-
dresses. We observe that both Places-Bert and Places-GraphSage
are able to learn geospatial information during training and use it
effectively during inference.

Our work opens up the possibility for combining geospatial
signals from other domains like Maps and Delivery Attributes to
further learn better place embeddings. One such possible direc-
tion is to generate place embeddings from heterogenous graphs
having edges representing relationships beyond geoproximity. An-
other promising direction is to use the learnings from our work

and extend it to support other place relationships like semantic
relationships between place types (e.g., embeddings for hospitals
and pharmacies being closer in latent space as compared to schools
and bakeries).
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A APPENDIX
A.1 Abalation Study on Bert

Table 5: Abalation study on Bert models. Average of last layer
embedding strategy from Public Bert finetuned on Address
Pair Similarity task outperforms all other variants.

Sr.No Places-Bert
Variants

Place Embeddings
Extraction
Strategies

Pair-wise Matching Candidate Generation
Campus Level Building Level

R@95 AUC-PR R@95 AUC-PR Avg_R@K

(a) Public Bert
CLS token embedding 20.88 88.53 89.52 40 10.22

avg of last layer embeddings 33.56 89.51 90.27 41.42 35.77

avg of last four layers 29.58 88.88 89.98 38.16 32.78

(b)
Public Bert
finetuned on
MLM task

CLS token embedding 40.34 89.9 90.42 41.27 59.79

avg of last layer embeddings 30.82 89.43 90.41 43.79 52.56

avg of last four layers 29.64 88.75 89.85 41.73 51.59

(c)
Public Bert
finetuned on

Address Pair Similarity task
(Places-Bert)

CLS token embedding 26.07 89.44 90.45 39.86 26.23

avg of last layer embeddings 51.1 91.34 91.86 53.31 71.48

avg of last four layers 46.66 91.08 91.76 49.1 72.9

We evaluate three different variants of Bert against Pair-wise match-
ing and candidate generation tasks in three different settings. The
performance of all 3x3 experiments is shown in Table 5. It can be
observed that general Bert as it is does not perform well on geo-
proximity tasks. Although finetuning Bert using Masked Language
Modelling (MLM) shows slight improvement over general Bert, it
is not well-suited for addresses (refer Section 4 in the main paper).
Hence, we rely on Address Pair Similarity task where we generate
address pairs from stop-sharing dataset and finetune Bert on UAE
addresses.We refer to this model as Places-Bert. In order to generate
sentence level embeddings, we take the average of token embed-
dings from last layer as it is clearly a winner when compared with
CLS embeddings and average embeddings from last four layers.
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